READ ME
Before writing in your book
YEARBOOK DISCLAIMER
THE PIRATE LOG
In purchasing the yearbook, the buyer is aware that the yearbook is student-created in an academic
lab setting. We regret that errors can and will occur. The yearbook is like a choir performance or a
football game – a flat note or a misread play is going to appear sometimes because the participants are
students. Instead of focusing on the mistakes, enjoy the pictures and design in your book.
The school staff, yearbook students, publisher, school administration, yearbook adviser, and photo
studios are not liable for errors, missing information, photos, or lost material. As this is the only
edition printed, we apologize for any mistakes that were made during this educational process.
Technical malfunctions can also occur, causing lost data.
No refunds or exchanges will be made unless the yearbook is returned unmarked. Keep an eye on your
book during the signing. Once you get it and you write in it-it’s yours.
Yearbooks are a commemorative product and are a first and final print run; therefore, no reprints are
available. The Pirate Log is a student publication. Every effort was made to be accurate and exhaustive
in student body coverage.

So... about
mistakes...
Believe us, we’ve found them and we are
ill about it.
At this time, there is nothing more we can do
about it.
Please do not come and tell us,
trust us, we know.

A thing about
names
Go by Sam, but the
yearbook says Samantha?
Or does everyone
know your middle name
and not your first name?
We did our best (and in fact it is our policy) to
use chosen names. We worked with students,
counselors and teachers to get it right and may
have still got a few wrong. We are so sorry!

COVID note: Because of COVID restrictions, lockdowns and e-learning,
Pirate Log staff worked to accoplish this very complicated book in
half the time. We worked hard to include all activities, correct names
and add as many people and pictures as possible.

